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Abstract—An effective way to provide popular content in
LTE networks is through broadcast and multicast services (a.k.a.
eMBMS). This requires to aggregate cells into areas where trans-
missions are synchronized in time so that each area broadcasts the
same set of content items, on the same radio resources. We look at
an aspect of LTE broadcasting that has been scarcely addressed
so far: how to form broadcasting areas and assign content to them
so that radio resources are efficiently exploited and user requests
satisfied. Due to its high complexity, we solve the problem through
an original clustering heuristics, named Single-Content Fusion
(SCF), that initially aggregates cells into single-content areas by
maximizing cell similarity in content interests. Such areas are
then merged into multiple-content areas leveraging similarity in
spatial coverage. The validity of our solution is shown by the
excellent match with the optimum in a toy scenario and by the
remarkable advantages SCF provides in large-scale, real-world
scenarios, in comparison to other heuristic approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent 2014 Football World Cup will be remembered
for being the first massively popular event that was streamed
(not broadcast) by major TV carriers on their subsidiary mobile
platforms. Indeed, nowadays streaming of events, such as
sport competitions, is exclusively delivered through multiple
unicast flows. Needless to say, this translates into an enormous
waste of radio resources. It does not have to be so inefficient,
though. Broadcasting services, traditionally limited to radio
and television, can be revamped and added increased reach,
scalability and flexibility by LTE broadcast. A plethora of use
cases are already being envisioned, classifiable either through
the service type (real-time or not), location (venue-specific,
region-specific or nation-wide), or expected QoS level [1].
Among the use cases are some often cited examples: breaking
news, live streaming of popular sport events, information
feeds to standalone displays in crowded areas. More creative,
innovative applications can be touted: augmented experience
and event-related advertising on user handhelds at music con-
certs and sport events; warnings, alerts and safety instructions
in disaster scenarios; periodic software and firmware push
updates for unattended devices.
LTE broadcast is known in 3GPP standards as evolved
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) [2, 3]. It
defines the procedures involved in the simultaneous trans-
mission of identical content by nearby cells, composing an
area called MBSFN (Multimedia Broadcast Single Frequency
Network). All cells in an MBSFN use the same radio resources
for broadcasting services (hence the Single Frequency in the
acronym) in order to let the signal combine and be enhanced
at the receiver when coming from multiple sources. As shown
in Fig. 1, MBSFNs can overlap in space and are part of a
larger synchronization area, whose eNBs are required to be
synchronized in time. In principle, a synchronization area can
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Fig. 1. Example of a synchronization area including three MBSFNs (outlined
in red, light grey and black). Dark grey cells are not included in any MBSFN
and deliver content via unicast transfers only.
be as small as a few cells, or as wide as an entire country [1].
In each cell of an MBSFN, broadcast and unicast channels
coexist, sharing the cell capacity.
From a user’s viewpoint, LTE broadcast is especially
appealing because no special chipset is required and even low-
end devices can receive broadcast content if their operators
provide it. Undeniably, operators too have reasons to look
favorably at LTE broadcast: the existing LTE infrastructure can
be reused; high-SNR service can be achieved by combining
at user level signals from different eNBs belonging to the
same MBSFN; and, finally, reaching hundreds or thousands
of users simultaneously while committing almost the same
radio resources as for a single user opens up interesting
business models. Several lingering challenges however exist,
among which physical-layer issues [4] and resource alloca-
tion [5, 6, 7, 8] have been widely investigated in the literature.
A fundamental aspect that so far has been scarcely addressed
is instead MBSFN area formation. In this work, we fill this gap
by answering the following questions: (i) How should cells be
grouped into MBSFNs? (ii) What kind of content should they
convey? (iii) What user demand for broadcast content should
be served through eMBMS and what via unicast transmissions?
As shown in [9], finding an optimal solution to the above
issues implies solving a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) formulation, whose complexity prevents any appli-
cation to real-world scenarios. Instead, we adopt a novel
content-aware clustering approach, based on the following
key observation. In order to optimally form MBSFNs, it is
crucial that cells, whose users are interested in the same set
of content items, are grouped together. To this end, a metric
should be defined that captures the similarity of user interests
between any pair of cells. Cells can then be clustered with
the aim to maximize such a metric. Our rationale is that
evaluating a multi-dimensional similarity metric that accounts
for multiple items at the same time increases the complexity
and, ultimately, waters down any large difference in content
interest between cells. Instead, computing such a metric for
one content item at a time, the similarity between cells can be
gauged much more accurately. This intuition leads to a two-
step procedure, named Single-Content Fusion (SCF), which
initially creates single-content areas and, then, merges areas
that significantly overlap in space. As a result, we obtain
multi-content MBSFNs that include cells with very similar
content interests and broadcast the most demanded items thus
maximizing the system throughput. We compare our SCF
approach to an algorithm, referred to as Multi-Content Fusion
(MCF), that leverages a multi-dimensional distance metric
computed over multiple content items. An extensive simulation
analysis confirms our intuition, showing the superiority of SCF
over MCF.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Sec. II dis-
cusses previous work, highlighting the novelty of our contri-
bution. Sec. III introduces the system model and the problem
formulation. Sec. IV describes the proposed SCF algorithm
and discusses its complexity, while Sec. V presents the MCF
scheme that is used for comparison. Results showing the
benefits of our approach are presented in Sec. VI. Finally,
Sec. VII concludes the paper and draws directions for future
research.
II. PREVIOUS WORK AND CONTRIBUTION
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service in cellular net-
works was initially introduced for 3G systems in Rel. 6 of
the standard, while eMBMS has been defined for LTE systems
starting with Rel. 9, and enhancements have appeared in all
subsequent releases [2, 3]. In addition to 3GPP standards,
eMBMS has attracted plenty of attention in the literature.
Relevant to our work are [5] and [6], which aim to
maximize the throughput of broadcast/multicast services in a
single-cell scenario. The former sacrifices users with low data
rate while guaranteeing the desired service coverage, whereas
the latter optimally forms multicast groups based on the users
data rate. An adaptive modulation and coding, as well as
frequency scheduling, for video transmission are presented
in [7]. A scheme maximizing the revenue of mobile operators
is proposed in [8], where broadcast or unicast transmissions
are scheduled for each content based on its characteristics.
To our knowledge, the only previous works dealing with
aspects related to the formation or the configuration of MB-
SFNs are [9, 10, 11]. The analysis in [10] assumes eNBs to be
distributed according to a random point process and studies the
impact of the minimum spatial separation between eNBs on the
network outage probability. [11] has the merit of having first
dealt with the problem of area formation, however it sketches
a genetic algorithm that neglects some important issues. In
particular, it does not account for technical constraints imposed
by the eMBMS standard, it does not determine the content
items to be broadcasted in each area, and it does not deal
with system throughput. Similarly, [9] casts an optimization
problem that maximizes the system coverage only. The work
in [9] shows that, even in the simple case where throughput is
neglected, forming optimal MBSFNs is a MILP problem.
Our contribution. Unlike previous work, we devise an
algorithm that forms MBSFN areas and determines which
content should be broadcast by which MBSFN. Areas and
content to be broadcasted are determined so as to (i) meet
the system constraints imposed by the 3GPP specifications,
(ii) maximize the overall system throughput when both unicast
and broadcast traffic are accounted for, and (iii) satisfy a target
fraction (in the following set to 1) of broadcast demand. We
reach these goals in a highly-efficient fashion and therefore we
can handle large-scale scenarios.
III. EMBMS NETWORK MODEL
We focus on a synchronization area covering a set of
cells, C. We denote by E the set of all user equipment (UE)
in the synchronization area. Through the so-called counting
procedure [2], eNBs collect feedback from the UEs on whether
they are interested or not in a set of content, I, that eNBs
advertise as potential broadcast items. Let EB,c ⊆ E be the
set of users in cell c interested in them, i.e., contributing
to broadcast demand, and EU,c ⊆ E the set of UEs in c
contributing to unicast demand.
As mentioned, a synchronization area may include a num-
ber of MBSFN areas (see Fig. 1). We indicate the set of
MBSFNs that are activated over the synchronization area by
M. Each MBSFN area,m ∈M, includes contiguous cells that
broadcast the same set of content items using the same radio
resources. Hence,m ⊆ C. Within an MBSFN area, the network
may decide (i) to serve all or just a fraction of broadcast
items requested by UEs and (ii) all or just a fraction of UEs
requesting a broadcasted item. In the latter case, the leftover
broadcast demand may be served through unicast service.
Downlink LTE radio resources are grouped into resource
blocks (RBs), each including 12 consecutive subcarriers and
lasting for 0.5 ms. In practice, however, the periodicity with
which resource scheduling is performed is equal to one
subframe, i.e., 1 ms. The time period corresponding to 10
subframes is called frame. We assume the broadcast traffic
periodicity to be equal to 1 frame and, for simplicity, we take
one frame as reference period. Let R be the total number of
RBs that each cell can use per frame (thus, R/10 is the number
of radio resources per subframe).
RB allocation is determined by both channel quality and
service data rate. The channel quality depends on signal
propagation conditions as well as on the interference received
from neighboring eNBs. The channel quality experienced by
a UE is fed back to the network through the channel quality
indicator (CQI). This value determines the Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS) used for traffic delivery to the UE.
In case of broadcast service, it is typically the UE that
experiences the worst CQI that drives the MCS selection for
the broadcast transmission. The MCS, in its turn, determines
the number of bits carried in each RB. It follows that, given the
content service rate (e.g., a video stream requiring a 1-Mb/s
bandwidth), the number of RBs that have to be allocated to
support such a service depends on the CQI experienced by the
recipient UEs. Thus, a broadcast content service is feasible if
enough RBs are available to match its service rate, given the
CQI of the worst-channel UE.
With reference to broadcast service in MBSFN m, we will
denote by Bim the average number of RBs per frame required
by the delivery of item i, and by b im(k) the number of required
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RBs in subframe k. Bim, hence bim(k), is equal to 0 if item
i is not broadcasted in area m. If it is broadcasted, its value
depends on the CQI of the users that are selected to be served
through eMBMS, as explained above. As for the delivery of
unicast traffic to a UE j ∈ EU,c in cell c ∈ C, Uj,c will denote
the average number of allocated RBs per frame and u j,c(k)
the number of RBs per subframe k. Finally, in case broadcast
content is delivered to a UE through unicast service, let X ij,cbe the average number of RBs required for unicast delivery
of broadcast content i toward user j in cell c, and x ij,c(k) thenumber of required RBs in subframe k. Clearly, if UE j is
not served through unicast, the Uj,c, uj,c(k), X ij,c and xij,c(k)quantities are equal to 0.
A. Problem formulation
According to 3GPP [2, 3], there are some system con-
straints guiding the formation of the set M of MBSFNs and
content broadcasting therein. They can be expressed as follows.
(i) The number of MBSFNs that can be formed in a syn-
chronization area cannot exceed Max MBSFN, i.e., |M| ≤
Max MBSFN, where |M| is the set cardinality. According to
the standard, Max MBSFN = 256 [2].
(ii) A cell can belong to at most 8 MBSFNs, i.e.,∑
m∈M
1c,m ≤ 8 ∀c ∈ C ,
where the indicator function 1 c,m is equal to 1 if cell c belongs
to area m and 0 otherwise.
(iii) In each frame and in each cell c ∈ C, at most 60% of the
available RBs can be allocated to broadcast traffic, i.e.,∑
i∈I
∑
m∈M
Bim1c,m ≤ 0.6R ∀c ∈ C .
(iv) In each subframe k and in each cell c, unicast and
broadcast traffic cannot use more than the total number of
available resources (R/10), i.e.,
∑
i∈I
 ∑
m∈M
bim(k)1c,m +
∑
j∈EB,c
xij,c(k)

+
∑
j∈EU,c
uj,c(k) ≤ R/10 ∀c ∈ C, ∀k .
Our goal is to devise a scheme for MBSFN formation and
content-to-area assignment that meets the above constraints
and maximizes the overall throughput of the synchronization
area. The throughput computation requires that we first formal-
ize the different components, i.e., the throughput of broadcast
and unicast traffic.
Given the set of MBSFN areas,M, the aggregate broadcast
throughput per frame overM is given by:
T (B)B =
∑
c∈C
∑
i∈I
∑
m∈M
Bimw
i
cρ
i
m1c,m , (1)
where wic is the number of UEs in cell c that receive content
i via eMBMS. The above expression represents the total
broadcast throughput at the receivers as it accounts for the
fact that, in each cell, a given content item i may be received
by multiple users interested in that content. The quantity ρ im
is the per-RB throughput that is obtained for content item i
in MBSFN m. Such value clearly depends on the data rate at
which the broadcast transmission is performed.
As mentioned, any UE, j ∈ EB,c, that is interested
in broadcast content but is left out of eMBMS should be
served through unicast. The throughput corresponding to data
transfers of this type is given by:
T (U)B =
∑
c∈C
∑
i∈I
∑
j∈EB,c
X ij,cρj,c , (2)
where ρj,c is the per-RB throughput of UE j in cell c, which
is an input parameter.
The aggregate unicast throughput over the synchronization
area can be computed based on the number of RBs in a frame
that are allocated to unicast demand and on the user throughput
per RB (ρj,c). Again, the latter depends on the CQI of unicast
users. We can write:
TU =
∑
c∈C
∑
j∈EU,c
Uj,cρj,c . (3)
By defining the overall throughput of the synchronization
area as T = T (B)B + T (U)B + TU , optimizing the systemperformance translates into solving the following problem:
maxT (4)
subject to (i)-(iv) (5)
while targeting to serve 100% of broadcast demand. Although
the problem we pose differs from the ones so far addressed
in the literature [9, 11], solving it to the optimum involves a
MILP formulation as in [9], with a complexity that hinders its
application to real-world scenarios. Thus, in order to achieve
our goal, we introduce the SCF procedure, which accomplishes
the following tasks with low complexity:
(1) determining the MBSFN areas (hence the values of 1 c,m);
(2) assigning content to areas (i.e, determining whether
Bim = 0 or not);
(3) selecting which users have to receive the generic content
item i through broadcasting (w ic) and which have to receive it
through unicast; this decision determines the values of X j,c as
well as the values taken by B im and ρim.
With reference to the first point, we stress that large areas
(i.e., MBSFNs including many cells) can leverage constructive
interference at broadcast users located in inner cells of the
area. Indeed, the transmissions from neighboring eNBs that
belong to the same MBSFN use the same radio resources to
broadcast the same content, hence boosting the CQI. On the
other hand, in presence of even one single low-rate user, the
larger the MBSFN, the higher the number of cells affected
by this inefficiency. As for the third point, eMBMS is always
convenient when the number of users interested in content i is
sufficiently high and their channel quality is good enough (so
that efficient MCS schemes can be used). In all other cases,
whether to serve a content via broadcast or unicast has to be
carefully evaluated.
The allocation of unicast resources (Uj,c) is not handled
by the SCF procedure since our focus is on broadcast demand.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the SCF procedure, including inputs and outputs
of each algorithm. T and M denote the same quantities but their values are
changed by each block, hence the (1),(2) apices.
We will simply assume that any RB left after the allocation
of broadcast service is allocated for unicast traffic through the
standard Proportional Fair scheduling algorithm.
IV. THE SINGLE-CONTENT FUSION PROCEDURE
The SCF procedure consists of four algorithms: Cell Ag-
gregation, Hill Climbing, Rate Increase and Area Fusion. The
block diagram in Fig. 2 depicts such main blocks and the
sequence according to which they are executed, along with
the input/output of each algorithm. The procedure operates by
first aggregating the initial set of cells, C, into several potential
single-content MBSFNs, A, based on user interests (Cell
Aggregation). These MBSFNs may be spatially overlapping
and, while they nominally satisfy the whole content demand,
they are likely to be overdimensioned and not compliant with
the system constraints. Thus, as a second step (Hill Climbing),
the MBSFNs are individually evaluated to verify the adherence
to constraints (ii)–(iv) introduced in the previous section and
to gauge their potential throughput. The goal is to activate
only the single-content MBSFN areas that meet the system
constraints and maximize the overall throughput (output as
M(1) areas and T (1) throughput, respectively). Next, the Rate
Increase algorithm purges the set of broadcast users of those
with low bit rate so as to boost the overall system throughput.
In other words, if more convenient, users with poor CQI are
left out of the eMBMS and may be served via unicast transfers.
A new set of single-content areas M(2) is thus output, along
with the overall throughput (T (2)). Finally, the Area Fusion
algorithm creates multi-content areas by merging those that
fully overlap. In case more areas than allowed (e.g., 256, as in
constraint (i)) are activated, the algorithm keeps merging areas,
starting from those exhibiting the largest spatial overlap, and
yields the final set M. As a result, the SCF procedure forms
MBSFNs, determines which content has to be broadcast by
which MBSFN and selects the UEs that should receive it, so
that the overall system throughput is maximized.
We remark that, as suggested by its name, one of the main
steps of the SCF procedure relies on a hill-climbing algorithm.
As confirmed by our results in Sec. VI, this approach allows
a fast, efficient solution to an otherwise complex problem.
The term hill-climbing denotes a greedy approach to feature-
selection problems such that, if the algorithm execution is
interrupted at any point, the partial solution is feasible [12].
Also, for problems with submodular utility, hill-climbing al-
gorithms are proven to provide solutions within 1− 1e ≈ 0.63from the optimum. The submodularity property requires that
the utility (the throughput increase in our case) of selecting a
feature (activating an additional area) is non-increasing as the
set of already-active features (selected areas) becomes bigger
– a property that, as discussed in IV-A, is satisfied in our case.
In the following subsections, we provide a detailed descrip-
tion of the four algorithms and of their complexity.
Algorithm 1 Cell Aggregation
Require: C, EB,c
1: A← ∅
2: for i ∈ I do
3: eC ← ∅
4: for c ∈ C do
5: if (no. users in c interested in i) ≥ τ then
6: eC ← eC ∪ {c}
7: while eC &= ∅ do
8: Select c ∈ eC
9: a← {c}, eC ← eC \ {c}
10: N = FindNeighbors(c)
11: while N ∩ eC &= ∅ do
12: a← a ∪ {N ∩ eC}, eC ← eC \ {N ∩ eC}
13: N = FindNeighbors(N )
14: A← A ∪ {a}
15: return A
A. Algorithm description
The first algorithm is dubbed Cell Aggregation and its
pseudocode is listed as Algorithm 1. Its purpose is to define
potential cell aggregations that can then be turned into MBSFN
areas with similar content demands. First it selects, for every
content item i ∈ I, cells carrying a minimum (τ ) number of
users interested in content item i (lines 5–6). Then, it identifies
aggregations of such selected cells by checking if they are each
others’ neighbors (lines 10–13). Every time a contiguous set
of cells, a, is collected and cannot be further expanded, it is
added to set A as a candidate area (line 14). The final set A of
candidate areas is the output of the algorithm. We remark that,
though unlikely, A can also include single-cell areas, provided
each satisfies the condition on the minimum number of users
interested in content i in line 5.
The set A of potential MBSFN areas is input to the Hill
Climbing algorithm (Algorithm 2), whose task is to select
in which areas the activation of the broadcasting service is
convenient. This task is accomplished in several testing rounds,
each adding one more MBSFN area to the activation set M
(i.e., the set of MBSFN areas where broadcast is not only
feasible, but also deemed convenient from a system viewpoint).
In the first round, for each area a ∈ A, the algorithm
verifies that the addition of a toM does not violate constraints
(ii)-(iv) set forth in Sec. III-A (line 4). Constraint (i) will be
handled later by the Area Fusion algorithm. If those constraints
are met, the algorithm computes the overall system throughput
(as T = T (B)B + T (U)B + TU ) resulting from the addition of ato the current set of MBSFNs (line 5).
In order to compute the throughput as in (1)–(3), we set
wic so that it includes all users in cell c interested in item
i. Then, using knowledge of the channel quality experienced
by users, the rest of the parameters can be computed. As for
the X ij,c values, we assume that allocation is done sorting bydecreasing CQI value the users that have to receive broadcast
content via unicast. We remark that the system throughput is
independently computed in line 5 for every possible addition
of a single area a. Also, the throughput increase due to
the addition of a is independent of M. This independence
yields the submodularity property required by Hill Climbing
algorithms to provide close-to-the-optimum solutions.
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Algorithm 2 Hill Climbing
Require: A, EB,c
1: M← ∅, T = 0
2: while A &= ∅ do
3: for a ∈ A do
4: if VerifyConstraints(M ∪ {a}) == True then
5: eT = ComputeThroughput(M ∪ {a}, EB,c)
6: if eT > T then
7: T = eT , a∗ ← a
8: if a∗ is found then
9: M←M ∪ {a∗}, A← A \ {a∗}
10: else
11: break
12: return T ,M
The area a∗ is removed from the potential set A and
permanently added to the activation set M (line 9). After the
whole set A has been tested, a new round is started. If no area
can be added, the final set of MBSFN areas is output and the
algorithm terminates (line 11).
Algorithm 3 Rate Increase
Require: M, T , EB,c, S = {sorted user data rates},
1: for s ∈ S do
2: As, Es = FindRateUsers(M, s, EB,c)
3: eEB,c ← EB,c \ Es
4: Aˆ = CellAggregation(As, eEB,c)
5: fM← (M\As) ∪ {Aˆ}
6: eT , fM = HillClimbing(fM, eEB,c)
7: if eT > T then
8: T = eT , M← fM, EB,c ← eEB,c
9: return T ,M
The next step requires the running of the Rate Increase
algorithm (Algorithm 3). The rationale underlying it is the fol-
lowing: some cells, hence areas, are hampered by low-bit-rate
users (likely those near the cell edge). These underperforming
users can be removed from the set of those served via broadcast
in order to boost the bit rate of the synchronization area. Recall,
indeed, that the bit rate of the broadcasting service of a specific
item must match the lowest bit rate in the MBSFN area. In
order to serve the target fraction of broadcast demand, users
that are not served through eMBMS should receive the desired
content via unicast. Thus, whether it is convenient to actually
remove slow users or not has to be evaluated.
In the algorithm, S is the list of user rates in increas-
ing order. For each rate value, the function FindRateUsers
identifies the users requiring such data rate (Es) and returns
their identity along with the areas (As) to which they belong
(line 2). These users are no longer taken into account and
the Cell Aggregation algorithm is run again on the selected
areas because the condition on interested users in Algorithm 1,
line 5, may no longer hold. The areas may thus become
smaller, or they may even need to be split in smaller portions.
In the latter case, the selected areas are removed from the
activation set M and replaced by such portions (line 5). The
Hill Climbing algorithm is then run again on the newM and
with the new set of users. If the throughput it returns is higher
than before, the new settings are consolidated.
The final step is represented by the Area Fusion algo-
rithm. Intuitively, its purpose is to merge fully- or partially-
overlapping single-content areas, thus forming multiple-
content areas, until constraint (i) on the maximum number of
areas is met. Due to its simplicity, we briefly sketch it below,
without resorting to pseudocode.
First, the algorithm merges fully-overlapping MBSFNs
returned by Algorithm 3 so as to create multi-content areas.
It then checks if MBSFNs exceed the maximum number
dictated by constraint (i) in Sec. III-A. If so, it proceeds
to identify partially-overlapping area pairs, each broadcasting
different content, and sorts them by increasing number of
differing cells. Area Fusion merges the pair that both meets the
capacity constraints (iii)-(iv) and provides the best throughput
performance. This step is repeated until either constraint (i)
is met or the throughput is degraded. In the latter case, the
algorithm stops and the first Max MBSFN areas are kept.
By exploiting similarity in spatial coverage, the Area Fusion
algorithm thus manages to define areas that broadcast multiple,
highly-requested content, satisfying all system constraints.
B. Complexity of the SCF procedure
Decisions on MBSFN area formation have to be taken
with a medium-to-low frequency, e.g., once every few hours.
This means that time complexity is not as critical as in other
applications (e.g., scheduling) where decisions are taken in real
time. In spite of this, our algorithms have a very good level
of complexity, which ensures their scalability and makes them
suitable for usage in large-scale, real-world scenarios.
Cell Aggregation. For every content, we take one decision
for each cluster of cells whose size increases at each iteration.
The number of content items is |I|; the number of cell clusters
that are processed is of the order of the number of annuli in
the synchronization area with thickness equal to one cell, i.e.,√|C|. The total complexity is therefore O(|I|√|C|).
Hill climbing. Selecting the areas to activate is potentially the
most critical part of our solution. However, the hill climbing
approach we adopt in Algorithm 2 exhibits a remarkably
low complexity, namely, proportional to the square of the
number |A| of areas to check. The worst-case complexity
is then O(|A|2), with typically |A| ' |I||C|. The price we
pay for such a low complexity is the absence of optimality
guarantees; however, greedy heuristics such as ours are com-
monplace when dealing with large-scale, complex problems,
and are consistently found to work well in practice [13].
Rate Increase and Area Fusion. The Rate Increase algorithm
runs the Hill Climbing procedure a number of times equal
to the number of data rate values, which can be discretized
and thus are in a constant finite number. It follows that
the complexity of the two algorithms coincide. As for the
Area Fusion, the highest complexity is due to the comparison
between areas, which is O(|M|2), with |M| ≤ |A|.
In conclusion, the complexity of the SCF procedure is
driven by that of the Hill Climbing algorithm, which is ade-
quate to address scenarios covering large geographical regions.
V. THE MULTIPLE-CONTENT FUSION PROCEDURE
In Sec. VI, we benchmark SCF by considering a different
fusion procedure where area aggregation uses a multiple-
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content metric (Multiple-Content Fusion, MCF). Indeed, exist-
ing solutions [9, 10, 11] either have different scope or target a
different problem, hence they do not represent suitable terms
of comparison. We summarize the MCF scheme below, by
highlighting the differences with the SCF procedure.
(1) Upon startup, every cell is an individual area broadcasting
the content items for which there are at least τ interested users
in the cell, capacity constraints (iii)–(iv) are met and the system
throughput is maximized.
(2) Then, for each area m, the neighboring area with the
highest value of interest similarity is chosen as a candidate
area for aggregation. The similarity metric is computed as
the Euclidean distance between the area interests over the
multidimensional space of the broadcast content items. If the
aggregation meets constraints (ii)–(iv) and there exists a subset
of common content items that leads to a throughput increase
(as computed by the Hill Climbing algorithm), then the two
areas are combined and the best content subset is selected.
Otherwise, m is no longer a candidate for aggregation. Note
that such area processing may actually yield up to three areas:
one broadcasting the selected content subset, and two the
remaining (if any) content items of each member of the pair.
All areas obtained as a result of this step are inserted in the
pool of areas to be processed.
(3) When all areas have been examined, the Rate Increase
algorithm is run, following the same principles expounded for
the SCF. If the number of formed areas exceeds the maximum
(constraint (i)), only the most performing Max MBSFN areas
are activated. Indeed, MCF already yields merged multi-
content areas, thus further fusing them is not necessary (all
convenient aggregations have been performed at step (2)).
As evident from the above description, while SCF tends
to form large areas, each broadcasting few items, MCF adopts
the opposite approach: it forms small areas, each broadcasting
several content items. At last, we stress that the complexity
of MCF is significantly higher than that of SCF, as now the
hill-climbing algorithm has to decide, for each content i ∈ I,
whether to broadcast it over the area that it has processed or
not. It turns out that the number of elements, on which the
algorithm operates, is at least of the order of |I||C| instead of
|A|. This results in a complexity that is at least O(|I|2|C|2).
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of our approach using an
ad hoc simulator in Python. In all evaluation scenarios, the
distance between any two eNBs is 500 m. Users are uniformly
distributed over the synchronization area, with an average of
60 users per cell. In line with [14, 15], for eNBs we assume a
transmit power of 43 dBm, an antenna height of 25 m and an
antenna gain of 14 dBi. For the UE, we set the antenna height
to 1.5 m and the antenna gain to 0 dBi. All nodes operate
over a 10-MHz band at 2.6 GHz, thus we have R = 500
available RBs per frame. A 2×2 MIMO is considered. Signal
propagation over BS-UE links is modelled according to ITU
specifications for the Urban Macro environment [15], while
the SINR is mapped onto per-RB throughput values using
the experimental measurements in [16]. User positions and
link propagation conditions are considered constant since they
represent the average system behavior between two consecu-
tive area formation procedures. Finally, recall that the target
TABLE I. COMPARISON WITH OPTIMUM IN A TOY SCENARIO
Total Thr [Mb/s] RB gain #MBSFNs
Optimum Uniform 381.0 2.36 1
SCF Uniform 381.0 2.36 1
MCF Uniform 363.5 1.96 3
Optimal Exponential 423.1 4.95 8
SCF Exponential 423.1 4.95 8
MCF Exponential 389.8 2.50 10
fraction of broadcast demand that should be served (via either
eMBMS or unicast) is set to 1, while the threshold τ on the
number of interested users in Algorithm 1 is set to 2.
All numerical results have been obtained with a 95%
confidence interval. While showing the performance, we will
present, among others, the following metrics.
Broadcast/unicast serving ratio. It is the ratio of the broad-
cast demand served via either eMBMS or unicast delivery, to
the broadcast demand served through unicast only. This ratio
is equal to 1 only for low traffic load, while it exceeds 1
as the traffic load grows and an efficient allocation of radio
resources becomes more and more important. In other words,
the efficiency of eMBMS in accommodating the broadcast
demand w.r.t. unicast LTE networks is represented by how
much the serving ratio exceeds 1.
RB gain. It is the ratio of the number of RBs used to
serve broadcast demand when eMBMS is not active (i.e., only
unicast service is allowed), to that used when eMBMS is active
(i.e., both broadcast and unicast services are enabled). For a
fixed value of broadcast/unicast serving ratio, the higher the
RB gain, the more evident the benefit of eMBMS.
Fraction of used RBs. It is the fraction of total RBs per frame
that are used for a given data transfer, i.e., broadcast demand
via broadcast delivery (B(B)), broadcast demand via unicast
delivery (B(U)), and unicast demand (U(U)).
We start by comparing the performance of our approach
to the optimum, obtained by solving the problem in (4) by an
exhaustive search method. Due to the high complexity of the
optimal solution, this comparison can only be made for a toy
scenario with 9 cells. We assume that each user is interested
in one content item only and that the service rate of each
broadcast item is equal to 500 kb/s. To represent location-based
services, we divide the synchronization area into 3 zones, in
each of which users select the content they are interested
in out of a set of 9 items. The content set varies from one
zone to another in such a way that a zone has a total of 6
(randomly selected) items in common with its neighboring
zones. Within a single zone, user interest in the content set
is either uniformly distributed or follows a truncated negative
exponential distribution with parameter1 3.5. The latter value
implies that there are 4 items with a probability of at least 0.1
to be requested by the generic user.
Table I reports the results obtained in the toy scenario.
The performance achieved by SCF coincides with the one
given by the optimum, as the two solutions activate exactly
the same MBSFN areas and efficiently assign content to them.
1In the case of exponential distribution, the 6 items a zone has in common
with its neighbors are the least popular ones.
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Fig. 3. SCF vs. MCF in the small-scale scenario as Max MBSFN varies.
Total throughput (left) and average MBSFN size (right), for 4 interest zones
and a service rate of the broadcast content equal to 500 kb/s.
MCF, instead, yields lower throughput and RB gain. Indeed,
MCF forms several, albeit small, areas that cannot sufficiently
exploit constructive interference. These results confirm our
intuition that assessing cell interest similarity on a content-by-
content basis (as SCF does) leads to better system configura-
tion than considering several content items at the same time (as
MCF does). Finally, the exponential case in general provides
much better performance than the uniform case, especially in
terms of RB gain. To wit, the more the user interest is restricted
to few items in each cell, the larger the broadcast demand that
each area can serve through broadcast delivery.
Next, we target the 57-cell scenario that is typically used
within 3GPP for LTE network evaluation [14], as well as a
similar, yet larger, scenario with 597 cells. The synchronization
area extends over about 4 km2 in the small scenario, and
43 km2 in the large one. We divide the synchronization area
into zones, in each of which users select the content they are
interested in out of a set of 16 items. This value is motivated by
the fact that the counting procedure allows interest collection
for no more than 16 items at a time [2]. In the small-scale
scenario, the number of zones is set to 4, while in the large-
scale it is a varying parameter. Unless otherwise specified, a
zone has a total of 12 (randomly selected) items in common
with its neighboring zones. Again, within a zone, user interest
in the content set is either uniformly distributed or follows a
truncated negative exponential distribution, as detailed before.
The content service rate is a varying parameter.
We compare the SCF to the MCF in the small-scale
scenario, as the complexity of the MCF scheme prevents us
from dealing with larger instances in a reasonable amount of
time. Here, the service rate of the broadcast items is assumed
to be 500 kb/s for all of them. Due to the small-scale scenario,
a sensible comparison between SCF and MCF is done by
considering different values of Max MBSFN. This parameter
is typically set to 256, but we will show that its value has a
great impact on the performance. Due to the limited number
of cells in the small scenario, we investigate the performance
as Max MBSFN is scaled down from 256 to 5.
Fig. 3 depicts the total throughput over the synchronization
area and the average MBSFN size when eMBMS is active
and either SCF or MCF is applied as well as when only
unicast is possible. As expected, using eMBMS leads to much
better throughput than unicast traffic delivery only (left plot).
Looking at the comparison between SCF and MCF, the SCF
throughput remains almost constant, and always higher than
MCF, as the maximum number of MBSFNs varies. Indeed,
SCF can reach the maximum throughput by activating a small
number of large areas (right plot) thanks to the constructive
interference among cells within the same MBSFN. MCF
instead tends to activate many MBSFNs, each composed of
very few cells (right plot) and broadcasting several items. The
reasons for this behavior are as follows: (i) MCF selects the
items to be broadcasted in an area more efficiently as the
number of aggregated cells is small, and (ii) small MBSFNs
allow the broadcast transmission rate to be tailored to a limited
set of users, thus allowing, on average, a higher rate than in
the case of large areas. It follows that the MCF throughput
gets close to that provided by SCF (left plot) only for the
anomalous case where the areas formed by MCF are essentially
all single-cell MBSFNs (right plot for Max MBSFN equal
to 256). Finally, we note that, again, better performance is
obtained under exponentially-distributed user interests than in
the case of uniform distribution.
Fig. 4 depicts the broadcast/unicast serving ratio and RB
gain when interests are exponentially (a) and uniformly dis-
tributed (b) over content items. Clearly, both SCF and MCF
provide much better performance than unicast delivery: even
when the RB gain is close to 1, the serving ratio of both
schemes is significantly higher than that. Focusing on the SCF
vs. MCF comparison, in the exponential case, SCF remarkably
outperforms MCF in terms of both metrics: not only can SCF
serve more users but it also allocates radio resources more
efficiently. The latter is due to the fact that SCF can create
relatively large areas and serve most of the broadcast demand
through eMBMs, i.e., lots of users are served by a small
number of RBs. This is also evident from Fig. 4(c), which
shows the fraction of used RBs and highlights that SCF leaves
significant room for unicast demand. The grey area in the SCF
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Fig. 4. Comparison between SCF and MCF in the small-scale scenario vs. Max MBSFN, with 4 interest zones and service rate of the broadcast content equal
to 500 kb/s. Served users ratio and RB gain (a),(b), and fraction of used RBs (c),(d) for different distributions of the user interest.
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Fig. 5. SCF performance in the large-scale scenario. The first 3 plots on the left refer to 40 interest zones and different service rates of the broadcast content:
Total throughput (a), number of activated MBSFNs (b), served users ratio and RB gain for exponentially-distributed user interest (c). The rightmost plot (d)
shows the throughput for a service rate of 500 kb/s and as the number of interest zones varies.
bars in Fig. 4(c) corresponds to the RBs that are devoted to
delivering broadcast content to users that are not part of any
MBSFN and, to a lesser extent, to slow users that have been
removed from the eMBMS by the Rate Increase algorithm.
In MCF, for low-medium values of Max MBSFN, the small
areas that are created can serve just a limited number of users,
hence most of them will receive content via unicast delivery, as
shown in Fig. 4(c). It follows that MCF can set the broadcast
data rate high thus requiring very few RBs for the eMBMS
transmissions. However, we stress that, while SCF can serve
100% of the broadcast demand, MCF fails to serve from 30%
to 3% of such a demand (for a maximum number of MBSFNs
ranging between 5 and 256), leaving out the slowest users.
In case of uniformly-distributed user interests (see
Fig. 4(b)), a different behavior emerges: SCF serving ratio and
RB gain are always, respectively, higher and lower than those
of MCF. SCF initially forms large areas (via Cell Aggregation
and Hill Climbing) but very few users per cell are interested
in the same content. Also, for low values of Max MBSFN,
such areas cannot be broken into smaller portions by the Rate
Increase algorithm (when not enough users are left in the cells
to justify content broadcasting therein, the cells themselves
have to be removed from the MBSFN). Too large areas imply
a higher probability of having slow users to serve, which
translates into a lower broadcast transmission rate and a higher
number of RBs that SCF has to allocate for broadcasting (see
Fig. 4(d)). On the contrary, as noted before, the small areas of
MCF can broadcast at high rate. As Max MBSFN grows, the
Rate Increase algorithm in SCF tends to break large areas into
smaller ones (see the right plot of Fig. 3), leading to an RB gain
that is closer to that obtained with MCF. What is important
to note, however, is that the worse RB usage in SCF does
not hurt unicast demand more than what MCF does. As for
the number of unserved users, SCF greatly outperforms MCF:
10% vs. 30%–12%. In summary, MCF performance matches
that of SCF only in the anomalous case where MCF forms
single-cell MBSFNs (i.e., for Max MBSFN = 256).
The rest of the results depict the performance of our SCF
scheme in the large-scale scenario. First, we fix the number
of interest zones to 40, Max MBSFN to 256, and we test 4
different broadcast service rates (Figs. 5(a)–(c)). The chosen
service rates represent typical bandwidth demands for mobile
video services at various screen resolutions, assuming the
recent H.264/AVC compression technology [17]. Clearly, the
case where all broadcast items have a service rate of 2 Mb/s
corresponds to a huge traffic load, for which we expect that
the radio resources that can be allocated for eMBMS will be
insufficient to serve the whole broadcast demand.
The total throughput in Fig. 5(a) again highlights the
significant gain achieved w.r.t. the case where no eMBMS is
used. Also, the larger the service rate, the higher the throughput
as the gain due to broadcast delivery increases. Indeed, recall
that the per-frame broadcast throughput is multiplied by the
number of users served through eMBMS (i.e., factor w ic in (1)),thus the higher throughput is evidence of such a multiplicative
effect. Interestingly, the gain is more remarkable when users
in a zone are mostly interested in a subset of content items
(i.e., for exponential distribution). This is because, as shown by
Fig. 5(b), a high service rate implies that very few items can be
broadcasted per cell, due to constraint (iii). Thus, the number
of overlapping MBSFNs that can be formed is significantly
reduced. Consistently, the number of active areas in the right
plot decreases for both exponentially and uniformly distributed
user interest. In the exponential case, however, there are many
more users interested in the content item that is broadcasted
than in the uniform case (thus factor w ic takes larger values in
the former scenario). This leads to a higher broadcast gain in
case of exponential distribution of user interest.
Fig. 5(c) shows the serving ratio and RB gain, as well
as the fraction of used RBs when user interest is exponen-
tially distributed over the set of broadcast items. (For brevity,
the uniform case is omitted as it exhibits exactly the same
qualitative behavior.) Observe that, for low broadcast traffic
load, unicast delivery and eMBMS manage to support the load
almost equally, although the latter needs fewer RBs. As the
broadcast service rate increases, saturation is soon reached by
unicast (unserved users range from 25% at 192 kb/s to 90% at
2 Mb/s). SCF instead can successfully support the broadcast
demand till a service rate of 500 kb/s and can still serve 40%
of users in the extreme case where all items have a service rate
of 2 Mb/s. Clearly, when the two curves intersect we have the
best tradeoff between serving ratio and RB gain.
In Fig. 5(d), we fix the service rate to 500 kb/s and vary the
number of user interest zones. The SCF throughput, which is
much higher than in the case without eMBMS, initially grows
with the number of zones. This is due to zones becoming
smaller, which yields an increase in the variety of requested
broadcast items over the synchronization area. A larger number
of relatively small MBSFNs are thus formed. As MBSFNs
get smaller, the average broadcast data rate increases, the
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Fig. 6. Fraction of served broadcast demand in the large-scale scenario when
items have different service rates: SCF vs. unicast delivery.
Rate Increase algorithm is more efficient, and the resulting
throughput is higher. Upon a further increase in the number
of zones, the performance dips. In this case, the number
of MBSFNs grows significantly till it hits Max MBSFN.
Consequently, not all MBSFNs that could be created can be
actually activated. Furthermore, MBSFNs become too small
and lose the benefit coming from constructive interference.
Thus, the plot highlights an interesting tradeoff on the MBSFN
size: too large areas lead to low broadcast rates, while small
areas do not permit the exploitation of constructive interference
and their number may easily exceed the maximum.
Finally, Fig. 6 presents the performance in the case where
the system is saturated and users can request content items
with different service rates (the number of zones is set to 40 as
before). In particular, we consider a 2-Mb/s item representing
a live streaming event that may be of interest to all users in
the synchronization area. Then, in each zone, users may be
interested in the same (but different from zone to zone) 1-
Mb/s item, or in one out of 14 small items whose service rate
is randomly selected between 192 kb/s and 500 kb/s.
Interestingly, the plot shows that SCF can serve almost
all users requesting the highly popular live streaming event
and most of the other user requests. With regard to the latter,
slightly higher priority is given to small content items as SCF
aims at maximizing the system throughput, which also depends
on the number of users interested in a specific content. Indeed,
for a fixed number of interested users per item, it is more
convenient to broadcast the small ones first as more can be
accommodated. Finally, while unicast delivery may be quite
effective in serving small content, it is no match for SCF when
large items should be served. This is also evident from unicast
delivery achieving better performance in the case of uniform
user interest distribution than in the exponential case. Indeed,
under the uniform assumption, fewer users per cell select large
content items than in the exponential case. As a result, fewer
resources have to be spent for such items and more requests
for small-sized content can be satisfied.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We addressed the crucial problem of efficient broadcast
area formation in LTE networks. We proposed an area forma-
tion procedure, called SCF, that operates by (i) aggregating
cells into several potential single-content MBSFNs based on
user interests; (ii) through a hill-climbing approach, selecting
which single-content areas should be activated and which users
MBSFNs should serve to maximize the overall throughput; (iii)
creating multi-content areas by merging those that significantly
overlap in space until system constraints are satisfied. Results
show that SCF performs as well as the optimum in a toy
scenario, while in large-scale, standard scenarios it represents
a superior solution than considering several content items at
the same time. Directions for future research include area
formation in dynamic scenarios with changing interests and
broadcast content set, and varying the target fraction of users
to be served through eMBMS.
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